
Nature2®
 miNeral saNitizers

The natural mineral solution to 
reduce chemical use in your pool.

m i n e r a l s  +  i n n o v aT i o n  u n i T e
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The mineral soluTion, rediscovered
Natural minerals, such as silver and copper, have been used for 
thousands of years as a natural way to destroy bacteria and other 
harmful contaminants. Nature2 brings the benefits of these safe, proven 
elemental ingredients to create pool water that is noticeably cleaner, 
clearer, and softer without the need for heavy chemical dosing.

a BeTTer swimming experience
Nature2 is a simple and effective pool sanitizing solution. In conjunction 
with your pool’s filtration system, it delivers minerals to provide improved 
pool water quality. It allows you to maximize your chlorine investment, 
thereby reducing the potential for chlorine irritations and odors. With 
Nature2, your swim experience is clean, fresh, and gently soothing.

smarT saniTizing sysTem
The Nature2 System with Controlled Release Technology (CRT) effectively 
sanitizes your pool. CRT automatically controls the release of silver and 
copper mineral ions into your pool water. It works seamlessly with virtually 
all pool systems, and is compatible with chlorine, bromine and most pool 
maintenance products.

CleaNeR, CleaReR,  
SofTeR WaTeR 

easy to use
Installs easily, is simple 
to operate, and requires 
virtually no maintenance.

natural bacteria  
+ algae control 

guaranteed
Nature2 minerals naturally 

and effectively destroy 
bacteria and control algae.

family friendly
Nature2 reduces the potential 

for red eyes, skin irritations 
and odors by enhancing  
the way sanitizers work.

Nature2® is the number one mineral sanitizing system in the 

world. For more than 20 years, Nature2 has been proven to 

deliver a better swimming experience to millions of satisfied 

customers. It is the most complete, user-friendly system 

available, and unlike other products, Nature2 is the solution 

that delivers perfect pool water, naturally.
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What Is your 

Pool tyPe?

minerals 
+ saltwater 

dispenser

up to 40,000 gallon pool.

the total Mineral 
solution, using salt and 
minerals to sanitize your 
pool, naturally.

naTure2® 
Fusion soFT

minerals  
only  

dispenser

up to 25,000 gallon pool.

the easy do-it-youself 
solution for mineral 
sanitizing.

First cartridge included.

express

up to 25,000 
gallon pool.

easy to use, just 
drop into your 
pool’s filter.

cF

minerals  
only  

dispenser

up to 25,000 gallon pool.

the easy do-it-youself 
solution for mineral 
sanitizing.

First cartridge included.

express ag

minerals 
+ chlorine 
dispenser

naTure2 
Fusion 
inground

up to 45,000 gallon pool.

the premium solution 
that unites chlorine and 
mineral sanitizing.

inground aboveground

natural paradise

the perfect match
to turn your pool into a
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all-in-one salt water sanitizer  
+ mineral pool system

compatible
Works with virtually 
all swimming pool 
filtration systems. 

algae control  
+ bacteria
Patented Nature2 

mineral technology is 

proven to control algae 

and destroy bacteria.

the total  
mineral solution
uses ordinary salt and our 

patented Nature2 mineral 
technology instead of 
harsh chemicals to sanitize 
your pool.

easy to use
low maintenance and 
the convenience of 
automatic sanitizer 
generation.

minerals + salT waTer uniTe

Nature2® Fusion soft is the ultimate all-in-one salt water and 
mineral sanitizing system for inground pools. unlike other 
products, Nature2 Fusion soft delivers a total mineral 
experience. By combining a salt water sanitizer with proven 
Nature2 mineral technology, Nature2 Fusion soft delivers 
sparkling clean pool water that’s pure, fresh, and noticeably 
softer. It is proven to destroy bacteria and control algae without 
any of the harsh effects of traditional chemicals. No other 
system is this complete or easy to install, use, and maintain.

salt water sanitizer with  
exclusive aquapure® technology

using ordinary salt that is added to the  
pool water, it creates sanitizer year round.

nature2 mineral cartridge

Nature2 is an effective pool 
sanitizing solution. It uses mineral 
technology to provide superior pool 
water quality.

commercial-grade durability

engineered with the highest 
quality materials.

Power pack sold 
separately, also 
works with existing 
aquaPure systems.
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all-in-one chlorine dispenser  
+ mineral pool sanitizing system

minerals + chlorine uniTe

Nature2® Fusion Inground is a convenient chlorine and 
mineral sanitizing system for inground pools. By combining 
patented Nature2 mineral technology with an automatic 
chlorine tab feeder, Nature2 Fusion Inground delivers water 
that is noticeably cleaner, clearer and softer. With Nature2 
Fusion Inground, you are just a few simple steps away from 
perfect pool water, naturally.

nature2 mineral cartridge

Nature2 is an effective pool 
sanitizing solution. It uses mineral 
technology to provide superior pool 
water quality.

commercial-grade durability

engineered with the highest 
quality materials.

chlorine adjustment

Control chlorine output with  
easy-to-read adjustment handle.

compatible

Works with virtually 

all swimming pool 

filtration systems. 

chlorine + nature2 
minerals

Nature2 Fusion Inground 

is an all-in-one chlorine 

and mineral sanitizing 

system to keep your  

pool sparkling clean.

algae control 
+ bacteria

Patented Nature2 

mineral technology is 

proven to control algae 

and destroy bacteria.

maximizes chlorine 
effectiveness

Nature2 minerals 

work in conjunction with 

chlorine to deliver perfect 

pool water, naturally.

easy to use

Quick installation with 

low maintenance and the 

convenience of automatic 

sanitizer generation.
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Nature2® express is a simple approach to 
sanitizing your pool that gives you clearer 
water by using minerals to destroy 
bacteria and algae. It installs easily onto 
your pool’s plumbing, so you can enjoy 
crystal-clear pool water.

•  easy-to-install mineral sanitizer 
companion for your pool

•  For aboveground or inground pools up 
to 25,000 gallons

•  Mineral cartridge lasts up to 6 months 
and is easy to replace

Nature2 CF is a simple drop-in unit for 
your existing cartridge filter system. simply 
place the Nature2 CF in the cartridge filter 
core and let our exclusive mineral process 
do the rest. Get all the benefits of Nature2 
with zero installation.

•  Drops in most cartridge filter systems

•  For inground pools up to 25,000 gallons

•  Convenient – replace every four months 
and toss the old one
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naturally
Give your family perfect pool water



++ =

Nature2® miNeral techNology meaNs suPerior water Quality
adding nature2 to your Zodiac® system makes it complete. enjoy a better swimming experience and reduce 
harsh chemical use. all nature2 products are designed to integrate perfectly with other Zodiac products, so 
give your family the clean, fresh water they deserve without the hassle.

all zodiac Pool aNd sPa Products worK seamlessly together
The Zodiac system is designed to create a carefree backyard paradise — enhancing the overall pool and spa 
experience by delivering performance and reliability through technology.

Pumps  
Filters
Heaters
Heat Pumps 
Controls

Water Purification 
valves 
Water Features
lighting 
Cleaners

in-Floor
Water leveling 
Pool Covers  
accessories

zodiac Pool aNd sPa Products

P e r F e C T  P o o l  W aT e r  n aT u r a l lY

©2011 Zodiac Pool systems, inc. sl6600 rev- 0111
ZoDiaC®  is a registered trademark of Zodiac international, s.a.s.u., used under license.  

zodiac Pool systems, inc.
2620 Commerce Way, vista, Ca 92081
1.800.822.7933  |  www.ZodiacPoolsystems.com

zodiac Pool systems canada, inc.
2115 south service road West, unit #3, oakville, on l6l 5W2
1.888.647.4004  |  www.ZodiacPoolsystems.ca


